Open Partial Nephrectomy: One Night Length of Stay Is Safe and Cost Effective
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Abstract

Objective: To review our open partial nephrectomy (OPN) experience and compare to known robotic partial nephrectomy (RPN) data to determine whether length of stay (LOS) and morbidity are significant drivers in the surgical approach employed for partial nephrectomy. Methods: We reviewed our OPN experience during the last 3 years examining age, tumor size, LOS, pathology, blood loss, complications, recurrences, and deaths. Results: Seventy-five patients underwent OPN during this period. Mean age was 59 years, tumor size 2.8 cm, percent malignant 75%, estimated blood loss 350 cc. With a median follow-up of 18 months, there was one urinoma managed by drainage, one pseudo aneurysm that required embolization and one pulmonary embolism that required anticoagulation. There were no readmissions, no tumor recurrences, and no deaths. Our major complication rate was 4% as compared to other trials that reported major complication rates between 1% - 9% for RPN and between 3% - 24% for OPN. In the first half of the experience (n = 37), median LOS was 57 hours. Using a pathway encouraging early ambulation and smaller incisions in the second half of the experience (n = 38), median LOS was 35 hours. This is much shorter than reported RPN LOS of 62 - 67 hours and OPN LOS of 108 - 142 hours. Conclusion: OPN can be performed safely and effectively with one night hospital stay. This provides a more cost-effective approach to partial nephrectomy with similar or better complication rates and calls into question the main value drivers of RPN.
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1. Introduction

Partial nephrectomy rates continue to increase as the importance of nephron preser-
tion is recognized for maintaining renal function without compromising oncologic outcomes [1]-[3]. Nephron sparing surgery is the recommended treatment [4] for small renal masses; this operation was initially performed through an open approach. However, with the advent of laparoscopy, urologists began operating on renal masses through a minimally invasive approach. In recent years, robotic technology has been advocated by some to be advantageous.

The use of the robot has given surgeons a new formidable tool to perform once technically challenging laparoscopic procedures, such as partial nephrectomies [5]. However, the learning curve for use on the robot is still relatively steep and senior or novice surgeons face the challenge of either learning the practice, referring a patient to a robotic surgeon, or performing a traditional open partial nephrectomy (OPN).

As we move into an era of medicine where health care costs are shifted from fee for service to risk models, cost drivers will be increasingly scrutinized. Robotic procedures are associated with increased capital and operational costs. Proponents of robotic partial nephrectomy (RPN) claim shorter hospital length of stay (LOS) and less morbidity as compared to OPN as justification for the increased costs of using this technology. Quite possibly, these claims, along with other post-operative measures, sway providers away from performing OPN. We reviewed our OPN experience in a community teaching hospital to determine whether LOS and decreased morbidity could still be significant drivers in the surgical approach to partial nephrectomy employed by urologists.

2. Methods

Institutional Review Board approval was obtained before the commencement of this study. A retrospective review of the data was collected from the hospital paper and electronic database. OPN patient information was collected between August 2011 and June 2014 using the hospital’s procedure coding system as well as through a resident universal log. All open partial nephrectomies performed by a single surgeon (ETG) were included in the study. Exclusion criteria included any case that began as laparoscopic or RPN. Patient demographics, operative data, estimated blood loss (EBL) and laterality, tumor pathology, and post-operative data including LOS in hours, thirty-day post-operative major complications utilizing the Clavien-Dindo classification system [6], post-operative pathway, recurrences, and death were collected.

Patients were grouped into the first or second half of the cohort after a shift in the pre, intra- and post-operative management pathway of the patients halfway through our study. The major points of this new rapid discharge pathway included: 1) a modified “mini flank” incision [7], as small as feasible to reduce post-operative pain while still maintaining hilar and oncologic control; 2) emphasis on the importance of early ambulation and safe early discharge; 3) preservation of the extra peritoneal approach; and 4) Jackson-Pratt (JP) drainage postoperatively, regardless of entry into the collecting system.

Post-operatively, patients are counseled that night to sit out of bed to a chair and ambulate the night of surgery or on POD one. The Foley catheter is removed overnight...
allowing for easier ambulation and earlier trial of void. All labs are drawn immediately post-operatively and at midnight to facilitate formulating a thorough decision on morning rounds. The JP drain was removed depending on output (<10 cc/hr) just prior to discharge home. If the output was greater than 10 cc/hr, fluid from the drain was sent for analysis for creatinine. All stable patients had their Foley catheters removed at midnight on post-operative day (POD) zero. Patients were switched from intravenous (IV) patient controlled analgesia (PCA) to oral pain medication on POD one. All patients had a basic metabolic panel and complete blood count drawn immediately post-operatively and at midnight of POD zero. Once patients are tolerating a regular diet, ambulating, and pain is controlled, they are discharged with a one week follow up in the office and called at home the day after discharge. Patients are discharged home with oral pain medication, and stool softener. We believe that seeing or speaking with the patient the evening after surgery for counseling to sit out of bed and ambulate is a simple, yet effective measure to ensure an early discharge and avoid complications. Properly counseled team members are all valuable in the patient’s outcome.

Other aspects of this pathway included changes in diet orders. Depending on entry into the peritoneal space, patients were placed on a clear liquid diet (entry) or regular diet (no entry) on POD zero. They were encouraged to ambulate on POD zero and one. The JP drain was removed depending on output (<10 cc/hr) just prior to discharge home. If the output was greater than 10 cc/hr, fluid from the drain was sent for analysis for creatinine. All stable patients had their Foley catheters removed at midnight on post-operative day (POD) zero. Patients were switched from intravenous (IV) patient controlled analgesia (PCA) to oral pain medication on POD one. All patients had a basic metabolic panel and complete blood count drawn immediately post-operatively and at midnight of POD zero. Patients were discharged once they tolerated a regular diet, ambulating, and pain was controlled.

A paired t-test was used to determine differences in mean age, EBL, tumor size and mean and median lengths of stay between the two cohorts.

3. Results

A total of seventy five patients underwent an OPN from August 2011 and June 2014. Mean age was 59 years, mean tumor size 2.8 cm, mean estimated blood loss was 351 cc, and mean length of stay was 48.7 hours. Seventy five percent of the tumors were malignant. Median follow up was 18 months. There was one urinoma managed by percutaneous drainage, one pseudo aneurysm that required embolization, one pulmonary embolism that required anticoagulation, no tumor recurrences, and no deaths. The total major complication rate (Clavien grade III-V) was 4%. There were 37 patients in the first half, from August 2011 to October 2012, and 38 in the second half from October 2012 to June 2014 Table 1.

When comparing the first half patients with the second (rapid discharge pathway), there was no significant difference in age (p = 0.204), EBL (p = 0.938), or tumor size (p = 0.575). The major complications included one from the first half and two from the
Table 1. Patient demographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Demographics</th>
<th>Group 1 (n = 37)</th>
<th>Group 2 (n = 38)</th>
<th>t-test (2 sample unequal variance, 2-tail)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Age (yrs)</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>p = 0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average LOS (hrs)</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>p = 0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median LOS (hrs)</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean EBL (mL)</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>p = 0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Tumor Size (cm)</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>p = 0.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laterality</td>
<td>R: 16, L: 21</td>
<td>R: 23, L: 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>M: 25, F: 12</td>
<td>M: 29, F: 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

second. There was a statistically significant difference in mean and median lengths of stay between the two groups (62.2 versus 48.7 hours and 56.6 and 35.3 hours, respectively, first group versus second, p < 0.05).

4. Discussion

As rates of partial nephrectomy continue to rise, patients with renal masses amenable to a partial excision will continue to seek guidance from their urologists as to the best surgical approach. Traditionally, these patients would have undergone an OPN as the definitive surgical treatment option. However, with increased use of the robot, more patients are operated on through a minimally invasive robotic approach with similar perioperative, oncological and functional outcomes as seen with OPN [8]. Between 1998 and 2010, almost 85% of partial nephrectomies were performed through an open approach and almost 8% through a robotic approach [9]. However, if re-examined between 2008 and 2010, the percentage of OPN dropped to 67% and the percentage of RPN rose to nearly 24%. This reflected a relative annual increase in OPN of 8% versus 45% for RPN.

Not surprisingly, a higher percentage of RPN were performed at an urban location (98.1%) compared to OPN (94.3%). This paper also highlighted that more patients had a prolonged length of stay (greater than 75 hours) in the OPN group than the RPN group (34.8% vs. 12.4%; Adjusted OR of 0.27 of RPN vs. OPN). Some have concluded that increasing partial nephrectomy rates are enabled due to robotic technology availability [10] but this still remains a controversial topic. Conceivably the reason for the sharp increase in RPN is due to a shift of minimally invasive surgeons from the laparoscopic approach to the robotic one, or simply patient demand.

One cannot argue that many patients who would have once been operated on through an open approach are now being referred to outside institutions for robotic treatment, and this number will only continue to rise. Although it is largely driven by patient preference, urologists may be swayed by data that states that RPN holds an advantage as it relates to length of stay, and hospitals may justify the use of robotic technology based on cost due to the reported differences in lengths of stay. Here, we have examined a driver for the recent and continued future shift length of stay, in an attempt
to show that even at a relatively low volume center, OPN can still safely be performed with a one night length of stay.

Our data indicates that in our rapid discharge pathway arm (n = 38), with a median length of stay of 35.3 hours, two readmissions, and only two major complications, and no differences seen in the other variables of age, tumor size and EBL, OPN can be performed safely with a one night length of stay. Utilizing data from more recent publications, such as Mano et al. [11], which evaluated the cost of RPN versus OPN based primarily on length of stay and operating room expense, this amounts to a much more cost effective approach to partial nephrectomies than RPN. They found that RPN was, on average, $3765 more costly when examining pure surgical costs and $1126 cheaper when examining pure hospital cost, largely based on length of stay. The study reported a median difference of 1 day LOS (2 days for OPN versus 1 day for RPN) between the OPN and RPN groups and concluded that OPN, despite the longer LOS, was $2539 cheaper, on average than RPN. While the authors specifically compared the cost of open and RPN utilizing a short postoperative pathway at a major oncologic center, no study has examined the role of a specific pathway in a moderately low volume center when evaluating LOS. Although the tumors were slightly larger (3 cm vs. 2.7 cm) and possibly more complex than those operated on at our institution, our LOS was 35 hours, compared to their LOS of a median of 2 days for the open approach vs. 1 day for the robotic approach. This further justifies their conclusion that the cost of an OPN is lower than a RPN when exercising a streamlined pathway.

It has also been presented that when comparing the costs of RPN, laparoscopic partial nephrectomy (LPN), and OPN, the cost of the robotic approach can be equivalent to the open approach only by minimizing both operating room time and LOS [12]. However, no study to the best of our knowledge, has displayed lower operating room time for RPN versus OPN. Mean reported hospitalization times of RPN have ranged from one to five days vs. OPN times ranging from two to seven days [1] [2] [8] [11]-[14]. When comparing OPN vs. LPN vs. RPN, Mir et al. concluded that LPN was most cost-effective due to the greatest balance between LOS and equipment cost [15]. That meta-analysis found that the LOS of OPN, LPN and RPN was 5.9, 3.2, 2.6 days, respectively. However, it has been argued that many of the studies were at large centers and the training time for laparoscopic surgery is reportedly much longer than robotic surgery, thus negating many of the LOS advantages [16]. While robotic assisted radical prostatectomy (RARP) has been shown to have higher hospitalization costs compared to open radical prostatectomy (ORP), there are higher in-hospital reimbursements for RARP compared to ORP (about $2000 more per case) for privately insured younger patients [17]. As far as we know, it is unclear how hospital reimbursement for RPN compares to OPN, especially when comparing length of stay and complication rate.

Perhaps the robotic approach’s benefits of pain and hence, LOS, do not apply if patients are thoroughly counseled. Our rapid discharge pathway is composed of several key pre, intra, and post-operative steps to ensure a safe outcome and early discharge (Figure 1). Patients are counseled pre-operatively that they will likely remain in the
hospital one night and will recover if they follow a few basic steps. In the operating room, every attempt is made to limit incision size as this contributes the most to post-operative pain; in our experience, pain is the most common reason patients are not discharged after a one night stay. Therefore, we have adopted the use of and modified (through a slightly more posterior approach) the popularized mini-flank incision [7] [11] [18]. Additionally, every attempt is made to remain retroperitoneal, as ileus will also delay discharge if bowel is encountered. Every patient is left with a drain to be sure to detect any urine leaks in an effort to minimize missing complications.

Complication rates between OPN and RPN have not been shown to significantly differ. However, some individual studies have reported that RPN has lower rates of complications and shorter LOS, but despite this difference the overall cost is still higher than OPN [19]. Hospitalization costs significantly increase with complications, therefore it is important to recognize our rate of major post-operative complications, those believed to increase length of stay, was only 4%, compared to 3% - 24% (OPN) and 1% - 9% (RPN) in other reported studies [1] [2] [20] [21]. More importantly, it again establishes that the procedure can be accomplished through a mini flank incision safely and patients may be discharged after a one night stay, even if not performed at a high volume center.

We recognize the inherent limitations of the study. It is a single institution retrospective design with a relatively small sample number in each arm that utilizes a descriptive analysis model to compare our open experience to other published robotic experiences. Each institution has widely variable costs in terms of equipment, staffing, and insurance
reimbursement in different regions of the world. Our study only involves a single surgeon who performed over 75 OPN over a 3 year period. Although one can argue that a similar systematic approach is utilized for each case, it is obvious that with increased frequency, procedures may be performed faster and complications can certainly be avoided or handled expeditiously. Our reported LOS may actually be shorter than listed because we used check in and check out time as surrogates for true admission time and discharge times. Future studies are needed to examine the role of a newly instituted post-operative pathway to determine its efficacy in earlier discharge after OPN at lower volume surgical centers.

5. Conclusion

One night hospital stay for RPN is possible, but this is not the published norm [22]. While one night LOS for OPN is possible, it is not the predominant previously published outcome for patients. However, our purpose is not to prove that OPN is superior to RPN, it is only to demonstrate that a one night LOS can safely be performed, thus leading to reduced costs. And when analyzing all available approaches, the open surgical approach is clearly still predominant in the community setting, so any method to further improve outcomes is necessary in an era where there are several modalities of treatment and cost is an important driver to the patient, doctor and hospital system.
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